John Edwards, Virtu designer says “Virtu has many attributes, but our primary goal was to create meeting rooms that would truly stimulate people. Many of the unique elements of Virtu—the Verso Table, the Connexus™ power interface, the shapes and angles, the combinations of materials—are meant to allow for the room to facilitate the creative process. Furnishings that can actually do this deliver tremendous value.”
The Verso Table provides a setting that allows for video conferencing, in-person presentations from the optimum position, and sit-down meetings. Each of these typically requires different tables, or at least different table configurations. The Verso Table is uniquely designed to allow for multi-functional use of a conference room with the same table configuration.
VIRTU Media Cabinets facilitate video conferencing: large television monitors, video conferencing camera and microphone systems, DVD players, and projectors. A pull out shelf can make this equipment even more accessible. All levels of the cabinets provide cabling channels at the rear of each shelf, as well as access to wall connections. Pocket doors are available for convenient and dramatic opening, and complementary display and storage cabinets can be used to complete the setting.
The Server Cart features a unique raised glass platform and rear overhang, providing a guest “serving” area, separate from the lower preparation area. It includes a cutlery drawer and a stainless steel refuse container. Locking casters and finger grooves on the over-hanging top allow easy movement of the cart. The Buffet Credenzas are available in a wide selection of styles and are available with a cutlery drawer and refrigerator*. 
VIRTU offers an exceptional range of Storage options for the conference room: Credenzas (including buffet height), Display Cabinets, Wardrobes, Storage Cabinets and Bookcases. Each has been meticulously designed to incorporate the use of office technology and other functions, and each is aesthetically beautiful, combining wood, glass, and metal in refined proportions.
VIRTU features an array of large and small Media Cabinets, including the Dual Media Cabinet, and Media Carts. All VIRTU cabinets are designed to accommodate video monitors and DVD players, projectors and other media equipment. Mobile Media Carts feature a power and cable management column designed to route cables down and through the cabinets. Grommets and cable slots are provided in all cabinets for ready access for cabling and ventilation. The upper and lower portions of the Media Carts have swing-open rear panels to provide access in this area.
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THE VERSO TABLE PROVIDES A SETTING THAT ALLOWS FOR VIDEO CONFERENCING, IN-PERSON PRESENTATIONS FROM THE OPTIMUM POSITION, AND SIT-DOWN MEETINGS. EACH OF THESE TYPICALLY REQUIRES DIFFERENT TABLES, OR AT LEAST DIFFERENT TABLE CONFIGURATIONS. THE VERSO TABLE IS UNIQUELY DESIGNED TO ALLOW FOR MULTI-FUNCTIONAL USE OF A CONFERENCE ROOM WITH THE SAME TABLE CONFIGURATION.
Four styles of Lecterns offer the presenter various media options. Notebook computers, paper notes, lighting, microphones, pens and pencils, a glass of water… everything for a presenter is accommodated. An optional power and data interface for presentation systems is concealed but easily accessed. The body of the lectern incorporates storage space and an optional sliding access door for a computer CPU to run presentations. VIRTU offers four styles of Visual Boards providing eraser board, pull-down screen, flip chart and tackboard options.
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All products are air emissions certified and are available as FSC® certified